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THE BIRTHDAY BOYS!
180 Years between them

Derek Lucas and Norman Lewis

On Monday 18th April we had the pleasure of celebrating the 90th
Birthday of Norman Lewis (shown here on the right). Derek Lucas
had already reached that amazing age some months previously.
Norman is still an active member of the Committee and organises
the weekly Monday Club nights of the Society while Derek acts as
the Independent Examiner of the financial accounts.
We wish them both many more happy years to come.

The first Meeting of the new Club Season will
be on Monday, 2nd September 2013
in the Canons Room at the Harrow Arts Centre

The President’s Cup competition 2013
by Richard Lawrence
The President’s Cup competition for silver
category members took place on Monday,
15 April. The competitions’ organiser, Aivar
Kaulins, announced that there were four
entries for this year's competition with a
total running time of 36 minutes. He felt
that this was a rather disappointing
number of entries and exhorted all
members present to produce more films.

close-ups of the flowers in the flower beds,
and that all shots seem to have been taken
from the same height. Wind noise was
clearly a problem on the soundtrack, and it
would have been better to have substituted
the music in those instances. Apropos of
the choice of music, he felt that as this was
a film that flowed gently, the strident piano
music in the second part rather shook
things up. More attention could have been
taken with the music sound levels.

The two judges for this competition were
Ken Mills and Norman Lewis. Aivar said that
the normal format for this competition
would be followed in that all the
competition entries would be viewed first
and then the judges would provide a
critique of each entry. The President’s Cup
would be awarded to the winning entry
following a judges’ conference.
The four entries were:
by Maurice Twelvetrees
by Jeff Jessop
by Wallace Jacobs

Norman thought this was an enjoyable film
but probably quite difficult to make. He
thought the commentary was quite good.
He noticed a number of unsteady shots
which rather spoiled the overall effect. It
would be much improved by the use of a
support for the camera. He said the shots
of signs were not held long enough for the
viewer to read them, and recommended
freeze-frame shots for these. He concluded
by saying that a lot of work had gone into
the film, and that it was a good effort and
well worth watching.

(9’ 4”)
(6’ 35”)
(10’ 00”)

“The RAF Museum, Hendon” documented
a visit to the RAF Museum at Hendon. This
was a very informative film containing a
running commentary, with live background
“A Holiday in Sidmouth” was a film about sound and some music. There was clearly
a holiday stay in Sidmouth, Devon. The film a great deal to see at the museum and the
charted the hotel location and its environs, film provided a nice appetiser.
and documented aspects of the town. It
also included trips to the beach, a local Ken started his critique by saying that it
donkey Sanctuary and a visit to a local had very good titles, but these were silent
National Trust property, Barrington Court.
and he wondered why the music did not
start with the titles. There was a very good
Ken thought this was an interesting film variety of shots but the opportunity to have
with a mixture of local sound, voice some good close-ups was missing. It would
commentary and added music. He said the have been nice to see the expressions on
film had a nice start and a good middle, but the faces of the children operating the
needed a better ending and queried why interactive exhibits. There seemed to be a
the music did not end with the end of the problem between the balance of the
film. He went on to give some guidance as commentary and the ambient background
to where the film could be improved. He sound. This tended to interrupt the flow of
advised that where buildings are to be the film. He liked the use of the gentle
filmed, without using a tripod, it would be zooms, but there was no time to read the
better to use static shots. He pointed out place cards. The camera needed to stop
that improvements could be made in the longer on these. He felt that the ending was
editing to trim off shots which had rather abrupt and use could have been
excessive ‘wobble’. He felt it was made of the ‘way out’ sign to produce a
disappointing that there were no good better ending. Overall a nice film.
Pageant” by Richard Lawrence
(10’ 28”)
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Norman said that the museum was a
difficult subject to film, as there were so
many exhibit areas. The consequence was
that the film seemed to jump between the
different subjects. Some exhibits were
dealt with rather rapidly, whereas others
lingered on more than necessary. He said
there were some sound issues as
commented by Ken. Overall though he felt
the film was worth watching.

Dawn” whilst moored at Westminster Pier.
The film embraced the party atmosphere of
the day, and included film of the ship
joining the pageant and passing under
Tower Bridge.
Ken thought that this had been a good
filming opportunity, and started with a nice
scene-setting introduction of the crowds
waiting to join the boat etc. It had been
clearly difficult to decide what to drop from
the original material. He said he would
have appreciated more shots of what other
people were doing round and about on the
boat. The commentary was detailed and
interesting although some was lost due to
the balance of the sound. On this same
topic he felt that the background sound
should have been allowed to fade down
more slowly to get a better flow. He also
commented that he would have preferred
the pan around the spectators to have been
broken up into a series of shots. Overall he
thought it was a lovely film.

“Catching the Smile” told the story of
disadvantaged young boys being taught to
fish by the Masonic Trout and Salmon
Charity at a sponsored fishing event. The
film captured the boys being taught to fish,
from the baiting of hooks to the patience
needed to catch a fish. The film ended with
the prize-giving and catching the smiles on
the winners’ faces.

Ken thought that this charity event had
been filmed with good shots taken on a
tripod. The piece to camera of the man
dressed as a teddy bear came over well. He
did feel though that the event lacked Norman said it would perhaps have been
background information for the viewer. It better to look more at what other
would have been nice to have had a close- spectators were doing aboard the boat, as
up of the action when the instructors were the Pageant was a "long" subject. He
demonstrating how to land fish etc. Fishing thought that the commentary was a bit dry,
is a slow sport and the film needed to have but overall felt that the film had been well
more variety by at least showing more done.
different fishing positions. He also
commented that the balance between the After the judges had conferred Ken
background sound and the commentary announced that the winner was Maurice
needed some attention. The prize-giving Twelvetrees for his film “A Holiday in
would have been improved if the camera Sidmouth”. The President’s Cup was then
position had moved to get different shots presented to Maurice.
of the various prize-winners, which were
otherwise very repetitive. It was not
precisely clear what the prizes were for.
Overall he thought it was a good try.
Norman felt this was the best film that
Wallace had produced to date. He thought
that he had managed to get some life into
the film with a nice variety of shots which
were pretty steady. Like Ken he was
puzzled about what the certificates were
for, and although the certificates were held
up one could not see what was written on
them. Overall the film was perhaps a bit
long.

Ken Mills presents the President’s
Cup to Maurice Twelvetrees

“The Thames Diamond Jubilee Pageant”
was a documented film of the Pageant from
aboard the pleasure craft the “Millennium
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FILMING THE HARROW APOLLO MALE VOICE
CHOIR
by Aivar Kaulins
As ever, the 40 strong choir gave a superb
performance lasting over 90 minutes, with
songs ranging from grand opera to popular
show and film items - something for everyone,
even though the evening was not exactly a
sell-out!

On Saturday, April 13th 2013, six members of
the Society met up in Trinity Church, Hindes
Road, Harrow to film a choral concert given by
the Harrow Apollo Male Voice Choir.
Like ourselves, the choir is based in the Harrow
Arts Centre in Hatch End, and our association
with them began in November 2001 when we
were invited to film their Diamond Jubilee
Concert in Watford.

Now it is up to Jim Gatt to edit the recorded
tapes, covering the whole show, for eventual
sale to the choir and other interested parties,
thus raising a modest profit for our club funds.

On this occasion, producer Wallace Jacobs
called for volunteers to join him, with their
cameras set to the 16:9 wide screen aspect
ratio. In the event, these were Jim Gatt, Tommy
Kovacs, Judy Long, Richard Lawrence and
myself.

A somewhat shortened version will also be
produced, and hopefully included in our public
Autumn Movie Show in the Pinner Village Hall
on October 24th 2013.
A most enjoyable evening for all concerned,

Jim Gatt
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The Apollo Choir in Full Flow with our
Intrepid Cameramen Filming the
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
By Maurice Twelvetrees

The Annual General Meeting of the Harrow the Canon’s room. This will have to be an
Cine & Video Society was held on Monday, item for the next committee agenda.
29 April 2013 in the Canon’s room at the The Treasurer’s report was adopted.
Competition Secretary’s Report
Harrow Arts Centre.
The chairman welcome those present to the Ivor Kaulins reported that for the
meeting and gave apologies for absence for Chairman’s Shield competition there had
Jim Gatt, Joe and Sheila Cott, Lillian Barrett been the usual eight competitions between members with 37 videos entered in
and Nick Gale.
the various categories and classes which
The minutes of the previous annual general is considerably down on last year. The
meeting held on Monday, 14 May 2012 had winner of the Silver category was Jeff
been circulated around the members present Jessop and the winner of the chairman’s
and it was proposed that they be approved. shield in the gold category was David
This was agreed and the minutes were Smith.
Regarding the two annual public shows,
signed by the chairman.
each presentation requires approximately
Chairman’s Annual Report
The chairman then read his annual report. He 90 minutes of screen time and it has
thanked all members of the committee for become a struggle to fill the required
their hard work during the year and he duration. It was not a great year for
recorded the unfortunate loss of one of our interclub competitions and with the
hardest working members, Alan Morgan demise of the Borehamwood club our
whose quiet devotion to the society was long-standing Joe Kay competition has
appreciated by all who came in contact with come to an end. We also lost the Pinner
Plate competition with Potters Bar. He
him. He will be sorely missed.
He also referred to Lillian Barrett’s concluded by imploring our creative
unfortunate accident and Peter Barnes membership to ever greater efforts over
illness that stopped them carrying out their the coming summer months and beyond.
usual activities. He also thanked the The competition Sec’s report was
projection team for their work both at club adopted.
evenings and at outside functions, earning At the conclusion of his report it was
fees that helped the HCVS to maintain a announced that the committee had
decided to promote Maurice Twelvetrees,
healthy balance sheet.
Tommy
Kovacs and Judy Long from the
Aivar Kaulins commented that although attendance at the Spring movie show was silver to the gold category.
down on last year we had a group of very The Chairman then presented a miniature
loyal visitors who came year after year. He trophy to Ludwig Levy for winning last
also thought that the programme had too year’s chairman shield. The Chairman’s
many travel videos. It was becoming increas- Shield was then presented to David Smith
ingly difficult to gather enough material for for winning the gold category, the George
the shows. Dave Smith also thought there Hawkins Shield to Jeff Jessop for winning
the Silver Category, the Derek Austin
was a need for more story films.
Rose Bowl to David Smith (nature-gold
Treasurer’s Report
Due to the absence of the treasurer the category), the Heather Lee trophy to Jeff
report was read by Derek Lucas (the Jessop (nature-Silver category) and a
miniature replica to Ken Mills for winning
independent examiner).
st
The cash funds to 31 of March 2013 stand last year’s annual challenge cup.
at £4010. Although this may seem a good Programme organisers comments
balance there are room rental increases for Norman Lewis said that he had had
next year and we have had charitable dona- difficulty in assembling a programme.
tions of £2493 resulting from the Heather There was a limit to the number of
Lee award. The total tax rebate is down speakers who are prepared to come to us.
which may be due to a number of members In spite of this he said we had achieved a
not having signed a gift aid form. As things reasonably good attendance at the
are, the income does not cover the rent of meetings.
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The newly elected chairman, Tommy
Kovacs then took the chair.

Election of President
In nominating Ken Mills to this office, the
chairman said how much we all appreciated
the work he does in helping to keep the
society running.
His election was carried by acclamation.
Election of officers and committee
As there was only one nomination for each
of the Officer posts it was proposed that
they be elected en bloc as follows :Chairman: Thomas Kovacs
Treasurer: Nicolas Gale
Vice Chairman: Wallace Jacobs
Hon. Secretary: Maurice Twelvetrees
This proposal was carried unanimously.
Election of committee members
As there were only four nominations for the
five committee places, it was proposed that
they be elected en bloc as follows:Ivor Kaulins, Norman Lewis, Geoff Foord
and Ken Gale.
There being no further nominations, this
left one committee place to be filled at a
later date.

Appointment of independent
examiner
Derek Lucas was nominated for this post
and duly elected.
Any other business
Ken Mills suggested repeating the
exercise tried last year of supplying a
variety of member’s video clips so that
members can try assembling a film using
just these rushes.
Ivor Kaulins referred to the excellent club
trailer produced by Céline Terranova
which had been long required by the club.
Ken Mills said he would like to see more
film on the website using U-tube.
Copyright of music on such films is an
issue. Ken Gale is to provide a link on our
website to the IAC website and the films
of Alan Colegrave.

Ludwig Levy receiving a miniature trophy
for winning last year’ s Chairman’s Shield

The Chairman’s Shield being presented to
Dave Smith for winning the Gold Category

As there was no other business, the AGM
was closed at about 10.00 p.m.

The Derek Austin Rose Bowl was
presented to Dave Smith (Nature - Gold
Category

The George Hawkins Shield went to Jeff
Jessop for winning the Silver Category

The Heather Lee trophy to Jeff. Jessop
for winning Nature - Silver Category
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A miniature replica to Ken Mills for
winning last year’s Annual Challenge Cup

A flowering plant was presented to Jean Biskeborn
by the President in recognition of her help in
looking after the refreshments on Club nights and
other events after Lilian’s accident.

Photos by Maurice Twelvetrees

OUR TRAVELS WITH THE CAMERA
Geoff & Anna Foord
We were privileged to see some of Geoff’s by local people and there were shots
travel films in an unedited form. They were of enthusiastic school children singing
stunning.
for them. Geoff shared one of the
Geoff wrote an account of the evening which more amusing moments when they
is as fascinating as the films.
realised that a local witchdoctor was
Geoff’s Story
keeping a record of mobile phone
This was a collection of five holiday films numbers on the side of his
taken over a few years. The intention was to impoverished looking hut.
give a personal record of destinations which Sri
Lanka
provided
more
members might find interesting rather than opportunities
to
film
wildlife,
to display excellence of technique.
especially in the elephant orphanage.
However the visual content was clear and Geoff emphasised the benefits of
varied and the soundtrack was informative.
travelling about independently and
Kenya The shots of lions in the Masai Mara showed members that they could live
were rather too close for comfort, the well in rooms right on the beautiful
transport including the small plane which beaches for only £4 per night. Notices
flew past Kilimanjaro had seen better days.
pointed out that this privilege was
The films of India were compiled from two "For Foreigners Only".
visits, both around the time of the festival of Lastly the most recent holiday and the
Dial.
only cruise - an expedition to the
Scenes of celebration in Varanasi on the Antarctic. Good use was made of the
Ganges, and at the Golden Temple in commentaries by the well informed
Amritsar, showed clearly that India is a guides. Geoff, Anna and Alan did not
lively and colourful place. The railways are take the opportunity to camp in the
fascinating too as all human life can be seen snow, kayak or jump in the icy water
there, what a gift for the photographer.
but they did bob about in rubber
The Gambia is probably a lesser known boats disturbing the penguins, whales
destination and at one point there was some and seals. They met Scott of the
hidden camera photography going on in Antarctic's grandson and Shackleton’s
order not to disturb the sensitivities of the cousin and of course Alan won a
locals.
photographic competition.
Members were surprised to know that there
are vegetarian crocodiles and even more Comments from the members were
surprised to see Geoff stroking one. Geoff that they would like to see the edited
and Anna were privileged to be shown round films.
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Annual Challenge Cup
By Judy Long
13th May brought the season to a fitting may have improved a couple of shots, not
climax with the Annual Challenge Cup, kindly something many of us prioritise on holiday.
judged for us by John Luton renowned Sixth up was Alan Colegrave’s 6 minute
Director and Producer, who commented on ‘The Closest We Came to the Olympics’,
the films after they had all been shown. He shot at Headstone Manor and the surrounding
streets, and showing the Olympic flame
afterwards picked the overall winner.
There were 8 entries, including three from leaving Harrow with accompanying bigwigs
Alan Colegrave, one being an Audio Video and medieval dancers. John commented on
the good coverage with just one camera, the
production.
First up was a film from Dave Smith - ‘Not angles, and the good script, informative
For Pensioners’. This was a 3 minute film of without being over-written.
to
entertain
us
was
Richard
an extremely muddy race, set to the tune of Next
Gloria Gaynor’s “Enough is Enough’, and Lawrence’s ‘By George!’, 8 minutes long,
featuring competitors struggling through, and and shot at the St George’s Day celebrations
in Pinner over two years. The coverage of the
falling into, mud and streams.
The judge liked the music and the event and the way it had been edited were
atmosphere, and found it entertaining, but particularly appreciated by John, as well as
thought it could perhaps have built up to the use of ‘Chariots of Fire ‘ as accompanying
music.
more of a climax.
Next up was Ken Mills’ 6 minute film The last film of the evening was the 4 minute
‘Monday Night at Eight’. This showed us ‘Athazagoraphobia’ from Alan Colegrave.
how much times have changed at the video As we expect from Alan, it was well structured
club, and how much work was involved only and planned, and excellently shot and edited.
a few years ago with film and recorded sound John also mentioned the good mood and the
to be synched. This had been re-edited since intriguing and unexpected ending.
its win in the Documentary section of the In summing up, John said how difficult it was
to choose a winner, particularly mentioning
Chairman’s Shield.
John found it well shot, with a well-written the Olympics film and By George!, but by a
script and good sound, and commented on its whisker declared the winner to be Alan
Colegrave’s ‘The Closest We came to the
value as a historical document.
Third to be shown was Tommy Kovacs’ Olympics’.
‘Amiens and Notre Dame’, 8 minutes long, John presented the Annual Challenge Cup to
about that town and its cathedral. John liked Alan.
the compositions, pans and angles used in Thanks to John Luton for judging the
the shots, and found the commentary competition, and to all those who entered
entertaining and informative, but thought the their films and provided us with an
balance of sound between the music and entertaining evening.
commentary could have been improved.
‘ZEBRA’ was the 6 minute Audio / Visual
offering from Alan Colegrave. This was a
spoof fundraiser for the Zombie Association
and was shot during the zombie walk in
London. It was beautifully shot and edited
with an excellent and amusing voiceover.
John particularly liked the inventive use of
video effects towards the end.
Jeff Jessop’s 4 minute offering, ‘Two into
One’ was of a visit to Verona and Lake Garda
in Italy, with an Andrea Bocelli soundtrack. It
included a nice mixture of architecture,
scenery and people.
The judge appreciated the images and the
lack of commentary, but suggested a tripod

John Luton presents the Annual Challenge
Cup to Alan Colegrave
Photo by Derek Lucas
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